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Defendant Age Arraignment Plea 
Offer 

Split (Y/N) 

DWANE SMITH 56 PTC:  1 - 3 yrs jail N/A 
 

BRIBERY AND CORRUPTION IN THE COURTHOUSE 

FACTS: 
The defendant is a private defense attorney.  Between August of 2013 and September of 

2014, the defendant bribed an employee of the Criminal Justice Agency (“CJA”), by paying him 
to steer clients to the defendant.  In August of 2013 and September of 2013, the defendant was 
working with separately charged defendant Jose Nunez, who was the defendant’s paralegal.  The 
defendant and separately charged defendant Nunez instructed the CJA employee to hand out the 
defendant’s business card to defendants in central booking who matched a particular profile:  
wealthy and willing to pay large sums of money to get out of jail quickly.  Typically, he was told 
to find defendants who had been arrested for vehicular offenses, like first-time DWIs and 
unlicensed driving, as well as low-level drug possession cases. They further instructed the CJA 
employee to tell these defendants to call separately charged defendant Nunez, who would then 
convince them to hire the defendant, by telling them that the defendant could get them out of jail 
faster.   The defendant explained to the CJA employee that after a client agreed to retain the 
defendant as his lawyer, he would alert contacts of his in the court system, who would expedite 
the newly acquired client’s case, making sure that he was arraigned quickly.  These contacts 
included a police officer, who would have the new client taken out of central booking immediately 
and brought to arraignments, and a court clerk, who would make sure that the new client’s case 
got called quickly.  Separately charged defendant Nunez would then pay the CJA employee 
between $200 and $1,000 a week in cash for all of the clients that the CJA employee steered to the 
defendant.   In September of 2014, the separately charged defendant Nunez stopped working for 
the defendant and began working with separately charged defendant Benjamin Yu.  From that 
point on, the defendant paid the CJA employee directly, and the CJA employee told steered clients 
to call the defendant directly.   

 
Between August of 2013 and September of 2014, the CJA employee successfully steered 

over 50 clients to the defendant, for which he was paid more than $10,000.  We have confirmed 
the names of over 15 of those individuals.  We also seized a phone from the CJA employee and it 
contained hundreds of text messages between the defendant and the CJA employee.  In these text 
messages, the defendant and the CJA employee discuss the steering of some of these individuals 
 
 We have video recordings of five meetings between the defendant and the CJA 
employee, during which the defendant paid the CJA employee over $2,500 in aggregate.  Two of 
those payments took place in Columbus Park, right behind the courthouse.  Both of those 
payments were video recorded.  We also have audio recordings of phone calls between the 
defendant and the CJA employee, during which the defendant talks about the clients that the CJA 
employee has steered to him, and coaches the CJA employee on how he should approach 
defendants in central booking.  For example, in one of these conversations, Smith told the CJA 
employee “I’m careful on my end, you be careful on your end and we communicate about how 
not, you know, how not to get into trouble. That’s the key, right man…. we work together, we 
got a common goal, man. When I make money, you make money, right?” 
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